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 Agenda:

● Changes in the outdoor recreation industry

● Introduction to Hipcamp and low-impact camping

● Examples of land use changes and regulations

● Questions and discussion



 Outdoor recreation and camping is 

skyrocketing



The outdoor recreation industry, and 
demand for new places to get outside, 
is growing in the United States

Outdoor recreation hit a record high in 2021 
with 164 million participants, more than half the 
U.S. population



The volume of campers is 
negatively affecting the experience 
and environment

Campers are reporting overcrowding, difficulty 
booking, and quality of sites and experiences



We built a platform that empowers landowners to open their land for recreation,
supplementing existing public land access and opening private land to the public
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What is low-impact camping

on private lands?



Range of camping accommodations and amenities



How Hipcamp Works

Hosts list their land

Hosts create a profile 
their land, glampsite, or 
cabin on our site. They 
set their pricing and 
availability. 

Campers request to stay

Hipcampers book directly 
through Hipcamp after 
agreeing to the Host’s rules. 

Hosts get paid

Once Hipcampers 
complete their stay, 
Hosts start receiving 
payments.





Recreate Responsibly Coalition



Hosts by geo

There are Hipcamp Hosts in more than 
2,500 counties and across all 50 states. 
Hipcamp also operates in Canada, Australia, 
and the UK



Hipcamp Hosts are thoughtful neighbors and land stewards

Over 70% of Hosts are 
farmers and ranchers or 
engaged in agritourism - 
teaching the next 
generation about rural 
values and conservation 
efforts 



Why is low-impact camping a 
good idea? 

● Supports rural economic 
development

● Enables landowners to generate 
sustainable revenue 

● Takes pressure off public lands 



Demand in Utah and Idaho is growing - fast!



Updating land use codes 
to allow for low-impact 

camping
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State-level policy changes: California Senate Bill 620



Chaffee County Colorado
“Commercial Camping on Private Lands” ordinance
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Multiple public hearings 

Vague and confusing 
regulations

Built bathrooms and 
electric hookups 

required

$15,000 permit

Admin permit

Permit ProcessFree!

“primitive” camping 
allowed

Clear rules - easy to 
understand and enforce



Economic impact of new policy in Chaffee County

250 eligible 
farms and 
ranches

$5,000 -
$25,000

annually per 
landowner

$3,750,000 for 
local 

businesses

$100,000 
annually in 

county taxes



What could a county-level ordinance look like in UT or ID?

Acreage 
minimum

Density 
Limits

Setbacks Zoning 
limits

Fire Human 
Waste

Property 
Manager

Easy 
permitting



2023 Eclipse Opportunity - Utah, October 14. Great time 
to consider a temporary camping ordinance!



Thank you!

micha@hipcamp.com



Questions?


